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GHOSTS OF DATA PAST
CREEPY APPS AND THEIR HIDDEN CLAWS
THE POTION OF PROTECTION
EERIE ENCOUNTERS
Thus was born Scary Apps
APP REVIEWS IN THE DUNGEON
TURNING FRIGHT INTO FIGHT!
GuARDIANS OF THE DATA GALAXY

1. FOLLOW LEARN21 FOR SCARY APPS 2024
2. CREATE YOUR OWN SCARY APPS CAMPAIGN
3. SCARY APPS WORKSHOPS
4. SCARY APPS IN TECH CLASSES
Learn21

Student Data Privacy Services

Empowering K-12 schools with the knowledge and tools to protect student and staff data

Work With Learn21

We've Got Your Back
As a team of teachers, administrators, and staff directors with educational backgrounds, we understand the importance of protecting student privacy and are here to help your school make the right decisions in a practical and impactful way.

Expert Experience
We are an industry leader in student privacy. Our team includes leading attorneys, policy experts, and researchers who understand the unique challenges schools face. Our trusted partners and members of our team are dedicated to helping schools make informed decisions.

Trusted Partners
Learn21 is a proud partner of the Trusted Learning Solutions Network (TLSN). We have a commitment to helping schools navigate the complex landscape of student data privacy.

Custom Engagements
We approach each of our engagements with a deep understanding of our school’s needs. Our team is tailored to the needs of schools and is committed to providing practical and effective solutions.

Our Student Data Privacy Services

- **Scary Apps Workshop**
  Interactive sessions to help participants understand the impact of privacy policies on students. Suitable audiences include any school staff working with students.

- **App Reviews**
  Personalized reviews of student privacy policies. Suitable audiences include anyone who manages or supervises the organization’s privacy practices.

- **SDP Audits**
  Comprehensive SDP audit to assess and improve school district data privacy practices.

- **Data Privacy Management Services**
  Comprehensive support in managing data privacy agreements and the SDPC Registry.

- **Virtual Helpdesk**
  On-demand expert advice on student privacy matters.

Contact Us

engagements@learn21.org  www.learn21.org
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We WANT your input!